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Jagran Lakecity University is a world-class teaching and research
institution situated in the heart of one of India’s most liveable
cities, Bhopal.
Jagran Lakecity University Bhopal is a private university
established under Section 2(f) of UGC Act 1956 and is based out
of Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh.
It is one of the fastest growing and one of the most awarded
universities of Central India having practice-based pedagogy at its
core. Currently the University is offering 56 degree programs to
more than 2500 students from 8 countries and 27 states of India.
The University has 27 partnerships with top industries and
international universities ensuring the students get great exposure
both nationally and internationally. JLU Bhopal is the only
university from Central India to be a part of three Erasmus+
projects funded by the European Union Commission and is also
currently the Country Chair for Association of Universities of Asia
Paciﬁc (AUAP).
The University has been bestowed with several prestigious
awards, such as 'University of the Year' by Government of Madhya
Pradesh for consecutively four years in 2015, 2016 2017 and 2018
and is recognized as a Global League Institution in 2015 at the
House of Commons, London, UK. JLU Bhopal has been ranked “No.
1 Private University in Madhya Pradesh” in the year 2016, 2017,
2018 & 2019 by several leading publications.
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Faculty of
Journalism
and Creative
Studies
Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies at

boundaries

Jagran Lakecity University prioritises the

empower the students to become the creative

pursuit of bold vision of inﬂuencing and

leaders of tomorrow.

impacting how the world connects today
and tomorrow. We invite you to explore
the Jagran ecosystem for the study of
journalism, advertising & PR, ﬁlms, animation
and design.

is a uniquely interdisciplinary graduate,
postgraduate and doctoral studies hub that
learning,

a

creative

exploration.

We

The two major schools under this Faculty
are

Jagran

School

of

Journalism

and

Communication and Jagran School of Visual
Arts & Design and both are well respected
institutions for creative disciplines and study.

Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies

blends

of

variety

of

innovation

ﬁelds,

experiential

and

technology.

Our diverse student led clubs and student
media

outlets

support

interdisciplinary

creative studies, practice and research.

Combining state-of-the-art Shri Gurudev
Gupta Media Production & Design studios
with creative inspiration, we are pushing the
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WE ARE CREATIVE, INNOVATIVE,
AND COLLABORATIVE
JLU is also home to one of the ﬁnest campus

a comprehensive foundation in the many

radio and TV stations in India along with the

aspects of communication. Our students

student

study where we've been, where we are, and

newsletter

Lakecity

Brew

and

podcasts Lakecity Buzz.

where we are going. When you graduate

Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies
prepares

students

ever-changing

to

media

thrive

in

environment

our
by

exposing them to the various communication
disciplines to gain new insights and skills,
realize
redeﬁne

new
the

forms

of

expression,

boundaries

of

and
what

communication is and how it works.
We

offer

postgraduate

twelve
and

undergraduate;
doctoral

degree

programmes to provide our students with
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with a degree from our University you not
only have an in-depth knowledge of your
major area, but you also leave our campus
with a broader understanding of the role of
communication in cultures, communities,
and the world. We give our students the
tools to shape the future.

Mission
The mission of Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies at
Jagran Lakecity University is to advance and enhance the
development of society through the study and practice of
communication. We pursue our mission through world-class
teaching, practice-based pedagogy, research and our shared
commitment to collaboration that connects disciplines within the
Faculty, across the University, and around the world. We draw
energy and inspiration from our global industry & academic
partnerships to reinforce our core values of knowledge,
collaboration, creativity, sensitivity, and diversity. We all ﬁrmly
believe that the visual arts, design, ﬁlms, aesthetics and
technology are fundamental for humanity, critical for community,
and essential for prosperity.
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Our Big Ideal
We believe that the world would be a better place if we encourage big ideas
& creativity and create an ecosystem of converting those communication
ideas & creative sparks into deﬁning changes and tell better stories.
Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies aims to be the catalyst of such
an ecosystem.
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Dean's
Message
Media, communication and information are at the center of debates about the future of the
world we live in, and how we connect within it. The mission of the Faculty of Journalism and
Creative Studies, at Jagran Lakecity University is to train the next generation towards career
excellence in journalism, mass communication and creative industries & academia. Our two
Schools under the umbrella of this Faculty, Jagran School of Journalism & Communication and
Jagran School of Visual Arts & Design, bring together committed members of Faculty and
talented students in a collaborative and supportive environment to probe the dynamism of
media processes and phenomena. We also strive to discover new knowledge to understand
communication, design, ﬁlms, information, and media processes, behavioral change,
organizations and technologies as they affect individuals, societies, brands and the
relationships among them.
Our students are at the core of everything we do at the Faculty. That's why undergraduate,
graduate and working professionals who want to be successful journalists & creative
professionals choose our Schools -they know that being the best in the world means being the
best for the world. Our state-of-the-art facilities and world-class media production studios and
design foster industry ready skills to transform the student experience and position us among
the best journalism and media schools in the nation. Our Centers of Excellence support deeper
industry & research integration and applied educational experiences for students as well as
promote interaction with journalists and other creative professionals.
We are increasingly being recognized nationally & internationally for embracing and promoting
practice-based framework and pedagogy and strong academic credentials. This is backed by strong
& active partnerships with some of the best international media and communication universities.
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The landscape of media and communication is rapidly changing. Our graduates are prepared
well to be creative leaders bringing our key values to advance research & praxis in the ﬂuid
world of digital and multimedia dynamics. They are encouraged towards career awareness and
provided with opportunities to develop skills that enhance their success. Thus, our students will
ﬂourish in the current era of big data and cutting edge media technology to contribute to the
rapid pace of change and the way we communicate and interact.
Our members of the Faculty are committed to the training of our students and doctoral scholars.
Students work closely with their tutors and studio mentors to create unique and important
media assets and enjoy the support of other members who guide them in their portfolios and
projects. Our staff understands that we are training our future colleagues, journalists,
ﬁlmmakers, designers and media leaders, and our commitment to excellence and collegiality
permeates all our academic and practice endeavors. Students develop not only essential media
& design skills but also nurture their curiosity and research capabilities, for these are key to all
media processes. Our location in one of the best and greenest campuses & environs permits
access to the rich abode of reﬂection, creativity and collaboration.
As a premier creative and media faculty, we offer distinctive media education marked by strong
engagement with our alumni and the creative community, in conjunction with an innovative and
transformational program for our students.
Our students and alumni have excelled in industry, academia, journalism, ﬁlms, design,
media entrepreneurship, advertising, social communications, media production, digital
communications and Public Relations and a wide array of creative careers. Just as those who
have gone before, today's Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies students will be well
prepared to meet the exciting challenges and enjoy the rewards that a career in journalism and
creative industries provides.
I invite you to explore the opportunities here at Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies,
not only through our website, but also by visiting our campus and speaking with the members
of our Faculty and students. We would be delighted to share more of the story of creativity,
excitement and impact with you.

Prof. Diwakar Shukla
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Studios @
Faculty of Journalism
and Creative Studies

PHOTOGRAPHY
STUDIOS
The photography studios located on the ﬁrst ﬂoor of the studio building offers students a fully
outﬁtted, professional-level facility for coursework and image practice projects. The studio
provides lighting equipment, seamless backdrops, iMac computers with wireless camera
tethering, and dedicated multiple Canon camera kits along with mobile phone kits.
Photography students also have access to our photographic equipment that provides camera
kits, lenses, portable lighting kits and a wide range of imaging-related accessories.
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MEDIA
PRODUCTION AND
DESIGN STUDIOS
In today’s digitally ﬂuid world, communication and media professionals are only as successful as
the tools and information at their disposal. That’s why the centerpiece of this Faculty is an
extraordinary professional-quality media-making space. Shri Gurudev Gupta Media Production
and Design Studios make their home in a 20000 square-feet state-of-the-art media production
and instructional facility, providing students, members of the Faculty, and staff with ready access
to technology that always meets industry standards but often goes well beyond.
This is where your world congregates with the real world. Learn, collaborate, and create in our
production studio, ﬁlm and television shooting studio, audio suites, sound recording and Foley
sound effects studios, video & ﬁlm edit bays, animation and motion capture studio, photography
studios, print & design suites, printing technology spaces, media equipment center, campus
radio & television broadcasting stations, display galleries and a large industry grade ﬁlm and
preview theatre.
The students learn how to produce, evaluate and manage media content for traditional and
emerging media in a variety of genres, including information (news and documentary), music,
comedy, sports, drama, commercial & non-commercial and persuasion campaigns. They study
institutions that create, distribute and investigate media products (e.g., production studios,
television, radio networks and audience measurement companies) and learn how to create and
operate successful media businesses.
To keep up with the rapid advances in technology, the hardware and software of the studios are
updated on a yearly basis. This ensures that our graduating students are proﬁcient with the
latest industry standards as they head into workplace.
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FILM & TELEVISION
PRODUCTION
STUDIOS
A stunning, contemporary and adaptable space for talk shows, news and current affairs, feature
programmes production, TVC shoots, animation shoots, ﬁlm & drama shoots, musical shows set,
ideal for programming of any kind that involves people in discussion. The studio is equipped with
all industry grade equipment like:
•

Purpose built TV studio with green screens
and ‘virtual’ sets

•

TV Production Gallery with TriCaster
professional vision mixer

•

Multicamera setup

•

Go Pro & Drones

•

Studio Talkback systems for TV production

•

Live broadcasting/streaming capabilities

•

Professional
lighting
rigs
including
ﬁxed overhead gantry and portable
Redhead lighting

•

Sound recording/mixing equipment with
the ability to record and mix sound from
multiple real time sources

•

PA system for music video production
playback

•

Crane/ jib/ Track and Dolly

•

The TV studio is a true multipurpose
facility with the ability to host a range of
TV and video productions

The attached control rooms are inter-operable with the ability to
connect to anywhere in the building and campus where people
are shooting including live relays.
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AUDIO
SUITES
At the Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies, your classes give you access to our audio
studios where you can create sound effects, or even cut your own album. Our new digital
multi-track recording studio is more than up to the task. And if you don’t get it right live, ﬁx it in
post, using Pro-Tools software.
The Foley stage is where you create and record sound effects for ﬁlm and television. Need to hear
footsteps approaching at night? A creature splashing through a bog? How about your own
personal light saber sound effect? This is where it happens.
And when you’re ready to step behind the microphone to deejay a music show, host a newscast,
or record a jingle, voiceover, podcast and talk show, one of India’s top campus IP radio stations
Lakecity Voice is also housed in this building.
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NEWSROOM,
PRINT AND
DESIGN LABS
The News & Design Lab is the headquarters – and heart – of the Faculty’s journalism, design and
digital programs. This is a space that has been designed with one thing in mind – collaboration.
Video, audio, online, print – it’s all created here.
This large, totally working newsroom with entirely creative cloud software and design softwares
designed for everything from collaborative reporting to real time news shows. It works closely
with the shooting spaces and for news-based programming. We have a bespoke interactive
design lab for user experience evaluation and creative design work, which is equipped with
3D printing facilities.
These

aesthetically

designed

print

studios

designing technologies.
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integrate

state-of-the-art

printing

and

THE PREVIEW
AND SHOWCASE
THEATRE
The media production and design facility’s another cornerstone is the ﬁlm preview & showcase
theatre where students, top visiting ﬁlmmakers and creative leaders showcase their work, ﬁlms
and showreels. The venue with around 80 seater capacity, is equipped with an industry grade
comprehensive projection, lighting and sound system.
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FILM & ANIMATION
EDITING & POST
PRODUCTION BAYS
“The essence of cinema is editing. It's the combination of what can be extraordinary images
of people during emotional moments, or images in a general sense, put together in a kind of
alchemy." - Francis Ford Coppola, Academy Award-winning ﬁlmmaker.
The Faculty is committed to training students in the art of editing digital moving images. The
editing process is what gives a movie life and transforms it from a collection of scenes and
shots into a coherent narrative; it’s where all of the pieces fall into place. At the editing bays,
students learn through continuous practice how to work with digital editing stations and
software, and understand how images and sound can work together to create a compelling
experience for the viewer. Students not only learn the fundamentals of digital editing, but are
also encouraged to develop their own unique editing styles in order to help them realize their
individual career goals.
Digital video editing suites have both Apple Mac and PC platforms armed with industry
standard software including Adobe Creative Suite (CS6) software (Photoshop, Illustrator,
InDesign, Fireworks, Dreamweaver, Flash, After Effects, Premiere Elements/Pro, etc.), Final
Cut Pro, iMovie, Animated Graphics and, Photoshop and after effects study of 3D computer
animation, digital ﬁlmmaking, and game arts to provide students with a better understanding
of human movement and the creation of 3D digital character models.
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STUDENT
RUN MEDIA
At Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies, student-run media is more than just an opportunity for
budding journalists, ﬁlmmakers and animators and radio storytellers to hone their craft. No one knows
the ins and outs of the University like students, so no one is better positioned to share what's
happening, what's now, and what's next.
Students from across disciplines are part of JLU’s student-run media culture. Because the best way to
learn is to actively do, we encourage everyone to try their hand at reporting, editing, writing, or the
many other opportunities available through campus radio Lakecity Voice, its TV station Lakecity Live,
its print publication Lakecity News as well as its audio podcast Lakecity Buzz. Peruse any of these
outlets to learn more about life at JLU from those who truly live it.
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Events and Workshops
The Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies organizes diverse events throughout the academic
year, mostly free and open to the public. In addition we organize and sponsor numerous lectures,
workshops and conferences over the course of the academic year. Our programming covers a wide
range of topics and features presenters from diverse disciplines and is designed to foster an
understanding of the mass media and the emerging media.

• JLU International Festival of Media

• Igniting Minds Lecture Series

• Roundtables & debates

• Industry and acclimatization visits

• Live campaigns and simulations

• Journalism & media workshops & Trainings

• International Photography

• Guest lectures & ﬁreside chats with

Competition: Masterclicks

industry stalwarts and noted media academicians
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JLU International
Festival of Media
JLU International Festival of Media organized and curated by Jagran Faculty
of Journalism and Creative Studies, is a global celebration of journalism,
media,

communication,

professionals,

design

and

academicians,

ﬁlms

designed

researchers

and

to

communities and individuals to spark conversation and
connection

on

various

themes

anchored

in

media,

communication and journalism. This is a marquee
annual

event

that

draws

huge

audiences

and speakers. So far three editions have
been organized.
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help

student

Growing list of top
speakers at the campus
RAHUL
DEV

HARI
MOHAN GUPTA

Managing Trustee, Samyak Foundation &
Former Editor-in-Chief & CEO, CNEB,
Executive Producer, Aaj Tak TV-India,
Executive Editor, Jansatta-India

Director and
Jagran, Bhopal

AAKU
SRIVASTAVA

Resident

Editor,

Dainik

VANDANA
MEHRA

Executive Editor, Navodaya Times, Punjab
Kesari Group

Regional Communications Specialist,
World Bank

ASHWINI
BHATNAGAR

MANISHA
MOHAN

Author and journalist, who held top
positions in newspapers like The Times of
India, The Pioneer, Sunday Mail & The
Tribune, besides TV news channels

Executive Vice President, Design
Animation Tata Interactive Systems

MS. AMBIKA
AGARWAL

and

MR. NEELABH
BANERJEE

Founder, A-Cube Project Columnist &
TEDx speaker

National Creative Director, RIL and a well
known cartoonist

MS. IRA
TRIVEDI

MR. SUBBIAH
NALLAMUTHU
Award Winning Wildlife Filmmaker

Journalist, Columnist, Writer

MS. RAMYA
RAMAMURTHY
Former senior journalist at CNBC TV18 & Producer, Story board magazine show currently author
and documentary maker for Star World and National Geographic.
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STEPHEN
KREMPLE

DHEERAJ
SINHA

President & CEO Krempl Communications
International

Chief Strategy Ofﬁcer, Leo Burnett

AJAY
NAQVI

KAPIL
ARORA

Former top manager with Airbnb, India
and Coca-Cola

President, Ogilvy

MR. ROHIT
BHARGAVA

NIMISH
KAPOOR

Founder, Inﬂuential
Washington D.C

Scientist
&
Head,
VigyanPrasar,
Department of Science and Technology
Government of India

DR. AASHISH
JOSHI

Marketing

Group,

SHRI. ABHISHEK
DUBEY

Editor-in-Chief & CEO LokSabha Television

National Channel Advisor, Prasar Bharati
Board and former Sports Editor Network18

MR. PREM
NARAYAN

MR. VINAY
SINGHAL

Chief Strategy Ofﬁcer, Ogilvy India

Co-Founder & CEO, WittyFeed

MR. DALVEER
SINGH

MS. TEJASWI
GUPTE

Head Experiential Marketing, WPP

Content Strategist and Public Relations Expert

MR. AMBI
PARMESHWARAN

MR. NEERAJ
BASSI

Former Chairman FCB Ulka & acclaimed author

Chief Strategy Ofﬁcer, Publicis

MS. LUCIA
VODANOVIC

MR. SUMANTO
CHATTOPADHYAY
Chairman & CCO, 82.5 Communications,
a WPP Agency

Professor of Lifestyle Journalism, London College
of Communication, University of Arts London

MR. STEPHEN
MASCARENHAS

PADAM SHRI
MS. BHAWANA SOMAAYA

Head, Prime Focus

Noted Film Journalist
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Shri
Gurudev
Gupta
Endowment
Lectures
This lecture series, instituted by Faculty of
Journalism and Creative Studies JLU in honour of
Shri.

Gurudev

Gupta

examines

the

global

opportunities available & the challenges faced by
the society, and the role of Journalism, media and
communication in meeting these challenges. The
lectures,

delivered

once

every

year,

invite

world-renowned communication practitioners &
scholars, high caliber ﬁgures of the community and
media leaders to share thoughts and visions,
trends on a wide range of interesting topics around
communication & media with the University
community and members of the public.
The ﬁrst edition of this prestigious lecture was
delivered by the leading journalist and media
commentator Mr. Bhupendra Chaubey, Executive
Editor, at Network 18 on the topic "Journalism in
Transition: Crisis or Opportunity?"
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OUR
SCHOOLS
Jagran School of
Journalism and Communication
Jagran School of
Visual Arts and Design
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Jagran School of
Journalism and
Communication
Faculty of Journalism and
Creative Studies

We are India's
leading journalism and
communication school

Driven by our curiosity
and practice for years in
a row, we’ve put more
money into hands-on
pedagogy in areas of
media & communication
in India.

The Faculty practices
industry
benchmarks
and protocols to ensure
that
students
and
professionals train and
grow in sync with the
world’s challenges.
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The

Faculty

is

intellectually diverse in
disciplines & expertise,
both at staff as well as
student level.

With the goal of preparing students to be

entrepreneurs and how to experiment with

leaders in journalism’s digital reinvention,

the next generation of technology: virtual

we rennovated the curriculum – breaking

reality, augmented reality, sensors and more.

down

walls

between

print,

broadcast,

Jagran School of Journalism and Communication

photographic and online journalism, and

(JSJC) at Jagran Lakecity University, seeks

between skills and content courses. Students

to understand communication, information,

can now take courses in mobile app design
and

development,

programming,

web

database

and
reporting,

and media processes, behavioral change,

mobile

organisations,

data

and

technologies

as

they

affect individuals, societies, brands and the

visualization, social media and multimedia

relationships among them.

storytelling. They can learn how to write for
online audiences, how to think like media

AWARDED
THE BEST
EMERGING MEDIA
SCHOOL IN INDIA
THE EDUTAINMENT AWARDS 2015-16

We have a strong track record of placing students in top internships and launching graduates
into choice jobs across the media landscape. The solutions to many of society’s critical
problems are rooted in interaction, participation in information networks and processes of civic
engagement. Societal opportunities include the achievement of healthy people and
communities; maintaining a thriving democracy and useful public policy; preparation of new
generation of leaders; creation of humane, productive, and empowering organizations; and
development of individual skills, self-understanding and personal fulﬁllment.
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Why study Journalism
and Communication
at JSJC?

Located in a separate beautifully landscaped building at JLU's expansive Student Enrichment
Hub, JSJC offers students an opportunity to learn multimedia journalism and multi sectoral
communication with a dynamic faculty in a vibrant and pristine urban environment.

Curriculum at JSJC
All journalism students take core, elective & foundation courses, which emphasize solid
reporting, writing, editing and research across online, print and broadcast news platforms;
audio and video news gathering skills; and introductory and advanced approaches to
web/multimedia storytelling. The students are able to create their own areas of specialization
such as Political Journalism, Sports, Lifestyle, Travel and Environmental Reporting.
25

They can also choose to concentrate on more traditional news media tracks such as
Broadcast Journalism, Magazine Reporting or Photojournalism. The journalism courses
build upon a solid foundation in liberal arts and sciences. In addition to this, equal
focus on communication in other streams like Marketing Communications, Advertising,
Public Relations, Communication for Development, CSR and Media Production
Management make JSJC one of the premier institutions.
The cornerstone of our curriculum is the famed practice-based pedagogy and well
appointed high tech audio, video, design thinking, photography, news graphics studios
and production facilities. Here, students experience insightful journalism and
communication management in a multimedia environment. The School is a member to
various industry and academic bodies like PRSI, PRCI, Advertising Clubs, FMPCCI,
International

Communication

Association,

International

Association

of

Mass

Communication Research, press clubs et al. These associations mean that our
programmes are industry integrated, backed by relevant faculty and forward-thinking
curricula (and the technology to support it ) which prepare our students for the
journalism world of today and tomorrow.

DIVERSE OPPORTUNITIES TO THRIVE & UNIQUE FEATURES
JSJC provides diverse opportunities, both on and off-campus.
• Undergraduate, postgraduate, doctoral and PG diploma programmes around Journalism,
Advertising, Public Relations, Communication Design, Photography, Events, and Digital
Communication
• State-of-the-art media production studios and movie theatre spread over 20,000 sq. ft.
• Exciting global study & internship opportunities with world’s major universities as partners
• Highly professional members of faculty & industry leaders as advisors
• Awarded the best emerging media school in India
• Centre for new media technologies, student managed clubs & on-campus media outlets
• Microsoft Azure cloud support for all media production and creative software
• Media Incubator Programme
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Research at
Jagran School of
Journalism and
Communication
Research is at the core of both master’s and doctoral programs and provides members of the
faculty and students ample opportunities to contribute to the development of new knowledge.
At JSJC occasions abound for students and members of the faculty to engage in research and
creative work that leads to a stimulating and supportive environment.
The Jagran School of Journalism and Communication at JLU conducts critical, empirical and
engaged research into central issues of contemporary society.

ABOUT INTERNSHIPS AND PLACEMENTS
The School supports all students for internships and placements.
Internships provide students with opportunities to work in the
cutting edge areas of their ﬁelds while obtaining course credits.
Multiple businesses, organisations, and institutions in India as
well as those across Asia, cooperate in providing opportunities
for JSJC students to work in relevant professional ways for
course credits. Exciting opportunities both for placement and
internships
stations,

include

production

media

networks,

houses,

digital

radio

and

marketing

television
companies,

production studios, advertising agencies, and many others.
Students interested in pursuing further academic degrees can
take internships in research and scholarly for proﬁt and
academic organizations.
27

Placements
and Internships

28

International Partners
for Media Courses
Jagran School of Journalism and Communication’s Global Immersion Programme is an
amazing short-term programme under which students get to study overseas and collect
experience with a long-term impact. It is a fantastic way to fast track the degree by
studying during the June/July semester break. While on this exchange program the
students discover a world full of opportunities, experience new cultures, make friends
from all over the world and gain a competitive edge whilst travelling the globe.
This Global Immersion Programme allows one to study overseas at one of the many
partner universities JSJC has an agreement with for either 3 or 4 weeks. With more than
3 partner universities all over the world, JSJC offers a great range to choose from (Jagran
Lakecity University has more than 27 global partners).
The courses are intensive modules & possess cutting-edge thinking across a range of
disciplines delivered at the host university campus followed by certiﬁcation in areas like
media, journalism, advertising & PR etc. all for undergraduate and postgraduate
students combined with extracurricular activities.
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Student Clubs
The pedagogy at JSJC actively involves our students in the learning process through
discussion, group work, hands-on participation, and applying information outside the
classroom. This process deﬁnes experiential learning where students are involved in
learning content in which they have personal interest, need, or want. JSJC students develop
critical thinking, use creativity, and employ multiple communication strategies while
applying their skills to real-world problems.
As an outgrowth of the curricular innovations strategic plan, JSJC works collaboratively
across University Schools and Centres of Excellence to create sustainable, relevant,
student-centered, research-based programs which utilize experiential learning, both in and
out of the classroom to promote and sustain student’s academic success. Being a part of
student groups and developing connections around India deﬁne our students’ time here.
There are over ten student-run clubs to choose from, along with the freedom to start a new
organization. From debates and incubators to the performing arts and social change, our
students live multi-dimensional University experiences.

JLUC E N T R E FO R N E W M E D I A
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JSJC
Industry
Advisory
Council
The Industry Advisory Council includes top journalists, who’s who of Advertising and Public
Relations, creative leaders, digital marketing and brand communication experts & frontrunners
from major global and Indian employers of journalists, mass communication, media production
and digital content organizations. The council advises the dean on curricula, degree offerings and
demands of the workforce.
The updated list of current Industry Advisory Council members is available on the School page on
JLU website.
The mission of the Industry Advisory Council is to be responsive to the needs of Jagran School of
Journalism and Communication by providing advice and counsel at the request of the School in
matters relating to the preparation of students to embark upon a career in the ﬁeld and profession
of journalism & communication and by helping generate the human and material resources
necessary for the attainment of the goals and objectives of the School.
To achieve its mission, the Council has established strategic goals to assist and support JSJC in its
efforts to:
• Draw and retain outstanding teachers
and scholars

• Generate additional private funding on a
planned schedule

• Interest and retain creative, ambitious
students

• Assist graduates to obtain employment

• Establish worldwide industry project
capabilities

• Communicate and publicize the
achievement and activities of the members
of its faculty and students

• Enlarge the program of education for
professionals
31

Academic
Courses Offered

The breadth in ﬁelds of study at Jagran School of Journalism and Communication can be exciting, but
it's our depth of understanding that will give you the room to challenge yourself as a scholar, leader,
researcher and professional. Through our many degree programs, you'll have the opportunity to pursue
your path of learning while studying many aspects of journalism, communication & media.
Jagran School of Journalism and Communication is one of the practice-based based media education
institution in the country. Internationally connected, it prepares students to thrive in an era of media
convergence. Students studying in Jagran School of Journalism and Communication gain new insights
and skills, develop content for multiple platforms, realize new forms of expression, and redeﬁne the
boundaries of communication. Students graduate with in-depth knowledge of their ﬁelds of study and
leave with broad understanding of the role of communication across media, cultures and communities
throughout the world.

Explore our wide variety of undergraduate degrees

BA

Journalism & Mass
Communication

BA

Journalism,
Hindi

MA

Journalism

3 Years

3 Years

2 Years

MA

MBA

PG DIPLOMA

2 Years

2 Years

1 Year

MPhil

PhD

1 Year

3 Years

Advertising
& PR

Digital
Marketing
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In Arts & Lifestyle
Journalism

BA

Journalism & Mass
Communication
Course Duration: 3 Years

Course Aims:
The course introduces the students to the vast and dynamic
world of mass media communication such as Print, Radio,

Specializations Offered

Television and Digital, and the area of Advertising, Brands

 Broadcast Journalism

and Public Relations and intends to give a strong foundation

 Print Journalism

to

 Advertising & Public Relations

the

students.

The

students

will

be

equipped

with journalistic skills and professionalism along with
specialising in Advertising & PR and will develop
competence in their respective areas of specialisation.
This undergraduate programme, prepares students for
modern careers in both traditional and new communication
ﬁelds. The prestigious program’s mission is to “enhance
creativity, skills, knowledge and critical thinking abilities."
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Scan the QR code
for course outline,
fee structure and
scholarship

Key Features
• A state-of-the-art dedicated 20,000 sq. ft. Media Production and Design Studio.
• Industry collaboration with WittyFeed for new media and a part of Google News Lab
University Network.
• Connected classes with global partner universities & international faculty and student
exchanges with University of Arts London, University of Lincoln, UK as well as HTWG, Germany
in Communication Design.
• Industry Talks: The opportunity to learn from regular guest talks by leading journalists &
advertising professionals from major advertising agencies including Ogilvy, Leo Burnett, Culture
Machine, WittyFeeds, Kantar among many others. This is augumented by a chance to work on
live briefs set by industry.
• Employability: Our graduates have gone on to work at JWT, WittyFeed, Ogilvy, NDTV, Aajtak,
The Times of India, CNN-IBN, Hill+Knowleton, Adfactors, Ketchum, Dainik Bhaskar, The Quint,
Fleishman Hilliard and the like.
• Participation in industry events like Goa Adfest, Design Yatra, Literature Festival, Abby’s, Cannes
& others.
• Opportunity to work on diverse student campus media outlets like Lakecity Voice (radio station),
Lakecity Live (TV station) and Lakecity News (news magazine) as well as Lakecity Buzz (media
podcasts) and various student clubs.
• Dedicated specialization speciﬁc workshops that give options to earn study credits & certiﬁcates.
• Teaching
pedagogy
involves
ﬁeld-based assignments.

case

discussions,

design

thinking

sessions

and

Indicative Course Outline
The curriculum is a combination of skill courses, where students hone their craft and produce
multi-platform content, along with concept courses, where students dig into history, theory and
issues critical to the profession and practice of journalism.
The subjects have been aligned across fundamentals skills, special skills, theory and concepts and
practice and industry integration and are taught with a blended pedagogy.

Career Opportunities
• Editors, Correspondents and Journalists in
Broadcast, Radio, Print and Online

• Graphic Designers & Visualizers

• Advertising, PR and Brand Management
Professionals

• Photojournalist

• Media Entrepreneurs

• Media Programming and Production Executive
• Digital & Social Media Management
and Marketing

• Media Planner
• Market Researcher
• Development
Communication Executive
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BA

Journalism

Course Duration: 3 Years
Specializations Offered

Scan the QR code
for course outline,
fee structure and
scholarship

 Broadcast Journalism
 Print Journalism
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Course Aims:
This degree deployed and delivered in Hindi is designed for students pursuing a career in
journalism, particularly in Hindi media and communication. The curriculum is a combination of
skills-based courses, where students develop their craft and produce relevant multi-platform
content across print, broadcast and online journalism. They also undertake concept courses, by
digging into history, theory and issues critical to the profession and practice of journalism.
BA (Journalism) in Hindi at Jagran School of Journalism and Communication has a real-world
emphasis. Time is spent in small workshops learning multimedia skills required for a career in the
world of 21st century journalism ranging from writing, reporting and interviewing, to social media
analytics and preparing page layouts on screen.
You will learn how to write news and features, use professional standard TV studio and make video
and audio packages and websites. Professional work experience is the key to getting a job in
journalism and students are supported throughout, right up to placements during their degree.

Key Features
• A state-of-the art dedicated 20,000 sq.ft. Media Production and Design Studio
• Industry collaboration with WittyFeed for new media and a part of Google News Lab
University Network
• Student exchanges & summer school with University of Lincoln, UK
• Industry Talks: The opportunity to learn from regular guest talks by leading journalists
including Lok Sabha TV, NDTV, India Today, The Times of India, CNN-IBN, Doordarshan,
WittyFeeds, Kantar among many others. This is augmented by a chance to work on live
briefs set by industry.
• Employability: Our graduates have gone on to work with NDTV, Network 18, ETV,
TravelXP, Doordarshan, The Quint, Dainik Bhaskar, Aajtak, The Times of India, Josh Talks
and many more.

Indicative Course Outline
The curriculum is a combination of industry integrated & skill courses, where students hone their
craft and produce multi-platform content, along with concept courses, where students dig into
history, theory and issues critical to the profession and practice of journalism, all taught with a
blended pedagogy.

Career Opportunities
• Editors, Correspondents and
Photojournalists in Broadcast, Radio,
Print and Online

• Media Designers

• Media Programming & Production
Professionals

• Web Content Managers

• Media Entrepreneurs
• Development Journalists
• Multimedia Journalists and Producers

• Content & Online News Media Management
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MA

Journalism
Course Duration: 2 Years

Course Aims:
Through a blend of focused study and hands-on practice,
our program prepares you with a comprehensive
understanding of the modern media landscape. You’ll
master not only reporting and writing skills that are
essential to journalism, but also contemporary digital and
entrepreneurial skills that give you a competitive edge. This
degree aims to provide the professional and practical
training needed for a career in the exciting world of
journalism. It also offers an academically rigorous approach
to critical analysis of the subject.
You have the opportunity to be taught the art of journalism
from a hands-on, multiplatform perspective, with the
chance to specialise in the medium of your choice.
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Journalism Electives &
Concentrations Offered





Business & Economics
Arts & Lifestyle  Investigative
Broadcast
 Print
Environment
 Sports

Scan the QR code
for course outline,
fee structure and
scholarship

Key Features
• A state-of-the-art dedicated 20,000 sq. ft. Media Production and Design Studio.
• Industry collaboration with WittyFeed for new media and a part of Google News Lab
University Network.
• MA( Journalism) is supported by industry trained and practicing journalists & faculty.
• Opportunity for summer exchange programs with the University of Arts London, University
of Lincoln, UK and Shefﬁeld Hallam University.
• Industry Talks: The opportunity to learn from regular guest talks by leading journalists
including Lok Sabha TV, NDTV, India Today, The Times of India, CNN-IBN, Doordarshan,
WittyFeeds, Kantar among many others. This is augmented by a chance to work on live
briefs set by industry.
• Employability: Our graduates have gone on to work with NDTV, Network 18, ETV, TravelXP,
Doordarshan, The Quint, Dainik Bhaskar, Aajtak, The Times of India, Josh Talks, and
many more.
• Exclusive chance to work on diverse student campus media outlets like Lakecity Voice
(radio station), Lakecity Live (TV station) and Lakecity News (news magazine) as well as
Lakecity Buzz (media podcasts).

Indicative Course Outline
The curriculum is a combination of industry integrated & skill courses along with concept
courses critical to the profession and practice of journalism, all taught with a blended
pedagogy. Every M.A. Journalism student takes an intensive seminar pertaining to
her/his concentration in 3rd & 4th semester. It's designed to build the crucial context and
understanding that enables groundbreaking reporting.
The digital revolution means more people are in access of journalistic practices than ever
before. A career in news reporting needs proﬁciency in creating and publishing digital
content alongside a solid grasp of traditional skills and knowledge. This course will fully
prepare you for life in a fast paced digital newsroom, ﬁnding and breaking news stories
and features, and using digital tools like data and video. Professional journalists will
show you essential skills like web publishing, shorthand, video, and page layout. You’ll
learn media law, ethics and public affairs from academic experts who lead in their ﬁeld.
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Guest Speaker Programme
Additionally, a wide range of journalists and those
associated with media are invited to speak to and network
with students through diverse strands of our Guest Speaker
Programme - whether it is through the Asking the Right
Questions sessions, Festival of Media, Samvaad: Journalism
Dugouts or Journalism Club Media Forums.

Career Opportunities
• Editors, Correspondents and
Photojournalists in Broadcast,
Radio, Print and Online
• Media Programming &
Production Professionals
• Content & Online News Media
Management
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• Media Designers
• Media Entrepreneurs
• Development Journalists
• Web Content Managers
• Multimedia Journalists and
Producers

MA

Advertising &
Public Relations
Course Aims:
A program that prepares students for a wide variety of careers
in advertising, from the artistic and creative side of things, to the
business of media planning in traditional and interactive realms.
MA Advertising & PR is a business-focused degree that
combines strategy with creativity. The course works in
partnership with industry where you work on live briefs and
projects with brands, businesses and agencies, gaining key
industry skills and insights.
You will examine the challenges the industry currently faces and
consider how to make the most of new opportunities. Through a
series of briefs and projects developed and delivered in partnership
with diverse industry players, you will develop a portfolio that
combines strategy and creativity as its crucial elements. By
majoring in advertising & PR specializations, you get to augment,
get coached for and whet your skillsets for a multitalented career in
the ﬁeld of brands, advertising, digital marketing, brand
communication, new media, & creative industries.
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Course Duration: 2 Years
Specializations Offered
 Advertising
 Public Relations

Scan the QR code
for course outline,
fee structure and
scholarship

Key Features
• A state-of-the-art dedicated 20,000 sq. ft. Media Production and Design Studio.
• Industry collaboration with WittyFeed for new media and a part of Google News Lab University
Network.
• Connected classes with global partner universities & international faculty and student
exchanges with University of Arts London, University of Lincoln, UK as well as HTWG, Germany
in Communication Design.
• The course features an advisory council comprising professionals from the advertising &
PR industry.
• You beneﬁt from other creative activities that happen at JSJC from photography shows to ﬁlm
screenings making JSJC a vibrant learning environment.
• Students will beneﬁt directly from JSJC’s connection with industry and its heritage within the ﬁlm,
design, journalistic and the wider community of the creative industries.
• Industry Talks: The opportunity to learn from regular guest talks by leading journalists
& advertising professionals from major advertising agencies including Ogilvy, JWT, Ketchum,
Hill+Knowlton

Strategies,

Adfactors,

Leo

Burnett,

Culture

Machine,

Publicis,

82.5 Communications, Groupm, WittyFeed, Kantar and many others. This is augumented by
a chance to work on live briefs set by industry.
• Employability: Our graduates have gone on to work at JWT, Ogilvy, The Times of India, CNN-IBN,
Hill+Knowlton Strategies, Adfactors, Wittyfeed, Ketchum, Dainik Bhaskar, The Quint, Fleishman
Hilliard and the like.
• Participation in industry events like Goa Adfest, Design Yatra, Literature Festival, Abby’s, Cannes
and others.
• Opportunity to work on diverse student campus media outlets like Lakecity Voice (radio station),
Lakecity Live (TV station) and Lakecity News (news magazine) as well as Lakecity Buzz (media
podcasts) and various student clubs.

Indicative Course Outline
Our curriculum is a combination of skill based courses, where students perfect their
craftsmanship and produce content that is relevant across platforms, and simultaneously
engage in concept courses critical to the profession and practice of advertising and PR.
The content of the modules reﬂects the changing advertising, public relations, and
marketing landscape. For example, developments in social and digital media are embedded
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throughout the programme and are integral to certain modules
such as Direct and Digital Marketing, Strategic e-Marketing and
New Media Perspectives.
Other key themes of the programme include: Brand Communication,
The

Big

Idea,

Insight

Management,

Innovation

and

Entrepreneurship, Events & Entertainment, Campaign Planning,
Media Planning, Marketing Metrics and working with agencies with
international marketing perspectives.

Guest Speaker Programme
Furthermore, a wide array of advertising & PR professionals
and those associated with media are invited to speak to and
network with students through various strands of our Guest
Speaker Programme - whether it is through the Collaborative
Units, Festival of Media or Advertising Club Forums.

Career Opportunities
There are numerous career opportunities in advertising, public
relations, and marketing communications and this degree will help you
prepare for many of them. Whatever you decide to do, this degree will
give you the skills you need to be a successful manager within this
specialist ﬁeld. Some key areas are:
• Advertising, PR & Brand
Communication Professionals

• Graphic Designers &
Visualisers

• Media Programming &
Production Executive

• Media Entrepreneurs

• Content, Web & Social Media
Management and Marketing

• Market Researcher
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• Media Planner

MBA

Digital Marketing
Scan the QR code
for course outline,
fee structure and
scholarship

Course Duration: 2 Years
Specializations Offered
 Entreprenuership
 Marketing
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Course Aims:
The ever-evolving digital landscape has fundamentally changed the way businesses reach out,
connect and engage with their customers, partners and other stakeholders; data driven marketing
and analytics now lie at the heart of 21st century business marketing. This course is designed to
equip you with the skills needed to engage an audience through digital media and effectively
market your business through these networks in addition to becoming experts in leveraging social
media for business growth.
The internet and advances in digitization and social networking are transforming how companies
and governments interact with customers and partners. The specialization in Digital Marketing
provides students with the strategic and analytical skills to guide organizations in a digital world
that is overﬂowing with data on customers, products, and interactions.
Specialize in Digital Marketing and you can learn how to push the boundaries of marketing and
advertising in our digital marketing lab.

Key Features
• Harvard cases, articles, book chapters, access to credit transfers from online
courses from leading institutes including IIMs.
• Pedagogy based on case discussion, blended learning and ﬂipped classrooms.
• Add on certiﬁcate opportunities from Harvard Business Publishing’s online courses,
Wadhwani Foundation certiﬁcate in Entrepreneurship, E&Y certiﬁcate in Six Sigma.
• Online McGraw e-books bank - at least one text book for about 95% of the courses.
• HS Talk videos— Unrestricted anytime anywhere access to video lectures from
world leading academics and corporate leaders.
• Business

simulation—Experiential

learning

via

virtually

managing

business

situations and ﬁrms. Building virtual businesses and competing against other teams.
• Tutors come from a diverse and highly interdisciplinary background, having run
digital campaigns in marketing or worked in the digital industries in the past.
• Through the mandatory internship module students can have direct access to some
of the world’s most important digital and media institutions.
• Use of digital Design Communications Lab at JSJC – equipped with industry-standard
software, including Adobe, Behance, WordPress and other social media platforms.
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Indicative Course Outline
This course is grounded in latest theory and also has a strong practical element. There will be
many chances to apply your knowledge and develop the advanced skills that will help you to
enjoy a successful Digital Marketing & Digital Assets management career.
The content of the modules reﬂects the changing overarching consumer behaviour and
engagements (specially online consumer) within a larger context of marketing landscape. For
example, developments in social and digital media are embedded throughout the programme
and are integral to certain modules such as Direct and Digital Marketing, Strategic e-Marketing
and New Media Perspectives.
Apart from all basic business & management modules like general management, ﬁnancial
management, strategies and markets, leadership and markets along with some introductory
aspects of design thinking and digital world the programme deep dives into digital design,
digital marketing strategies, SEO & SEMs, networks and content management as well as
practice and industry internships.

Career Opportunities
MBA Digital Marketing prepares students for a diverse range of career paths with an
outstanding potential for future growth. Digital channels are replacing traditional approaches
to retail at incredible rates, and businesses have a pronounced need for professionals with
advanced skill sets to help them take full advantage of new opportunities.
It prepares graduates for careers in Brand Management, Business Development, Content
Management, Market Research, Strategic Development, Social Media Manager, Internet
Marketing Analyst and Digital Marketing Manager.
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About
Jagran School
of Visual Arts
and Design
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Enter the exciting world of ﬁlmmaking, design, UX, animation and graphics and develop your talents
in directing, editing, cinematography, screenwriting, design and graphics including digital and more.
Experienced and award-winning faculty that will help foster the technical skills you need to further
your career teaches our hands-on, intensive courses.
Jagran School of Visual Arts & Design is one of the premier institutions in Central India devoted to
ﬁlm history, theory, and aesthetics. Over time our focus has expanded to include broadcast
television, video art, and digital media. After years of being steeped in an interdisciplinary,
international approach, many of our alumni have gone on to careers in museum ﬁlm departments,
archives, and programming; journalism; or in the ﬁlm industry as ﬁlmmakers, screenwriters, and
editors. The School is a dynamic and inclusive multidisciplinary community of internationally
recognised educators, researchers and practitioners which has a comprehensive portfolio that
spans the disciplines of design and screen platforms and goes beyond traditional academic models,
designed instead to bring ﬁlm and television together with the disciplines of games, animation,
sound arts and design and live events.
Focused on making a difference, School of Visual Arts & Design is one of the many specialized
knowledge communities at Jagran Lakecity University, Central India’s global University. We aim to
stimulate and provoke both graduate and undergraduate students, encouraging the development
of independent and challenging thought as expressed and inscribed in the visual arts. We propose
that art is inquiry. Our Faculty, diverse in its pursuits, is critically engaged in dialogue nationally and
internationally. Our students beneﬁt from this dialogue, and are also encouraged to pursue areas of
overlap with many other disciplines represented at the University – Journalism, Humanities, Law,
Advertising, Economics, Technology, Public Policy & International Affairs to name a few.

The project-based approach applied at the School promotes
cooperative learning and encourages students to get in touch with
professionals and companies. Throughout the year they are
engaged in different projects – either intensive one-week workshops

Creativity is
a daily task at
JAGRAN SCHOOL
OF VISUAL ARTS
& DESIGN

or studio experiences lasting the whole semester – allowing them to
acquire a global vision of the profession, round off their design
thinking and build solid skills. The tutors review each student on a
weekly basis at least to allow a constant improvement of the
proposals. Class critique is also encouraged to build stronger
awareness of the pros and cons of each design. The close
collaboration with professionals, brands and institutions enables the
students to get ready for a dynamic relationship with the client.
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Mission Statement
Jagran School of Visual Arts & Design is a multidisciplinary community of artists. Our
ongoing educational endeavor is grounded in openness, experimentation, critical
engagement, and creative freedom. Through artistic practice, we transform ourselves,
each other, and the world.

International Partners
for Film Studies and
Design
Jagran School of Visual Arts and Design’s Global Immersion Programme is an amazing
short-term programme under which students get to study overseas and collect
experience with a long-term impact. It is a fantastic way to fast track the degree by
studying during in the June/July semester break. Through this the students discover a
world full of opportunities, experience new cultures, make friends from all over the world
and gain a competitive edge whilst travelling the globe.
The School promotes collaboration across traditional boundaries. Together with partners
from academia, industry, communities and non-proﬁts, we work to solve global problems
that impact us all through some of the best international collaborations like the ones with
University of Lincoln, UK and with HTWG, Germany.
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The
Student
Clubs
JSVA&D strives to increase awareness in the
arts, ﬁlms, design and entertainment arenas
through

education

and

professional

opportunities, network-building with alumni
and industry representatives, and showcasing
the creative talent and artistic diversity within
& outside the JLU community. We have guest
speakers join us from time to time to share
their experiences of the industry.
Jagran School of Visual Arts & Design encourages students to actively engage their world and
deﬁne their role as contributing designers by developing their critical and analytical skills, personal
voice, and visual language. The School cultivates a sense of social responsibility and inquiry in
student designers, ﬁlmmakers who will be working at the intersection of art, design, and mass
culture. The School also organizes an international photography competition “Masterclicks”.
Currently the School offers graduate, post graduate, short-term workshops, conservatory-style
programs, and research programs. The School offers a three year degree program in Bachelor of
Fine Arts (BFA) in Filmmaking, Animation & VFX, two year degree program in Master of Fine Arts
(MFA) in Filmmaking; Four year Bachelor of Design (B.Des) program in User Experience (UX) and
two year degree program Master of Design (M.Des) in User Experience (UX). Each of these programs
are structured for students who want intensive training from award-winning faculty, using
professional facilities and equipment, preparing better for a career in the motion pictures, digital
design and entertainment industries.
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Jagran School of
Visual Arts &
Design Industry
Advisory Council
As part of the continuous endeavor to improve our pedagogy and industry integration, the School
periodically seeks inputs from leading industry leaders, top ﬁlmmakers, design experts, artists and
creative professionals across all domains in India and the world. The current Industry Advisory
Council member names are listed on the JLU website.
This Council has been formed with the objective of increasing interaction between industry
leaders, faculty and students. The broad support that the Council offers is through:
•

Deliberations on current best practices in the industry.

•

Sharing inputs from industry experience to help update the course curriculum and pedagogy.

•

Identifying industry experts who are suited to complement classroom sessions in speciﬁc
courses.

•

Conducting interactions with students and generating solutions to help students connect
theory with practice.

•

Jointly identifying projects to work on which are beneﬁcial for all parties.

•

Designing live projects and summer internships for students.
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Explore our
wide variety of
Undergraduate and
Post Graduate degrees
BFA

B.Des

4 Years

4 Years

Filmmaking,
Animation & VFX

MFA

Program in
User Experience (UX)

M.Des

In Filmmaking

In User
Experience (UX)

2 Years

2 Years

PG Diploma
In Animation

MPhil

PhD

1 Year

1 Year

3 Years
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Please reduce text

BFA

Filmmaking,
Animation & VFX
Course Duration: 4 Years

Course Aims:
The program is designed to provide the aspirants with
the feel of an artist throughout the course and enrich their
ability to love the nature of ﬁlm work along it with. The
candidates

effectively

tell

stories

in

digital

and

non-digital imaginaries, 2D & 3D forms and the

Specializations Offered
 Filmmaking- Direction
 Cinematography

integrated utility of various other media. The course
combines advanced curriculum with theory, processes,
practicality and technology, to assist the candidates in
acquiring an intellectual understanding of ﬁlmmaking,
animation and VFX in an aesthetic way.
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 Sound

 Editing, Animation & VFX

Scan the QR code
for course outline,
fee structure and
scholarship

Key Features
• A state-of-the-art dedicated 20,000 sq. ft. ﬁlm, animation & Media Production
and Design facilities.
• Focus on production, direction, cinematography, sound, editing, screenwriting, 2D
animation, 3D animation, or stop motion animation, while exploring the artistic,
technical, historical, and business aspects of the motion picture industry.
• In this course, each student will be expected to deliver a crew-based documentary, a
crew-based music video, 3 technical assignments, and a ﬁnal narrative ﬁlm that they
write and direct.
• Academic collaboration with University of Lincoln, UK for student summer exchange
programs and industry bodies.
• Student led initiatives under various visual arts & design clubs.
• Industry Talks: We have regular guest talks by leading ﬁlmmakers, animators and ﬁlm
business professionals. Most recently our students have beneﬁted from workshops &
visits by many such dignitaries including ﬁlmmakers, animators and media services
giants like Prime Focus.
• Industry Briefs: Students have worked on live briefs set by industry practitioners
and stalwarts as well as are encouraged and helped to be part of live shoots and
production crews.
• Employability: Students have been working with major ﬁlm production units, projects
and industry assignments.
• Participation in industry events like Goa Film festival, National Film Festival of India,
Khajuraho Film Festival, Goa Adfest, Design Yatra, literature festivals, ﬁlm clubs and others.
• Entires in global ﬁlm festivals like at Cannes, London Film Festival and others.

Indicative Course Outline
A course in ﬁlm and animation is for students who recognize the moving image as an expressive
force uniquely important to modern life. For a bachelor of ﬁne arts student, two options are
available to choose from to pursue the craft, ﬁlmmaking and animation. The animation degree
path focuses on 2D, 3D, and stop motion animation along with VFX, spanning from conception to
application to ﬁnal production of animation assets & short ﬁlms. The ﬁlm specialization path
focuses on production through visual and sound artistry utilizing hands-on experience with
camera, editing, and sound equipment. The ﬁlmmaking path also leads you to sub specialize in
direction, sound, cinematography and editing along with major ﬁlm productions. The
specializations ultimately develop students’ production skills and promote ﬁlm and animation as
creative media.
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Through lectures and laboratories, students develop individual skills in moving-image
communications and learn the aesthetic principles that govern art. Technology and technique are
never taught as an end in themselves but as a means to learning how to use the tools necessary
to achieve a creative goal in relation to the audience.
Students produce several short ﬁlms in either live-action or animation by working through all
phases of production, from scripting, production planning, and budgeting to shooting, designing,
animating, editing, and taking up sound design.
During the four years of your BFA degree you will produce feature ﬁlms, animation features, audio
& video assets for multimedia platforms, TVCs and jingles.

Eligibility Criteria
Candidates for admission to the Bachelor of Fine Arts programs must possess a higher
secondary certiﬁcate (HSC) qualiﬁcation from a recognized board. No particular discipline
speciﬁc specialization is required as a prerequisite for admission, but applicants with a
strong background in storytelling, and/or the arts are preferred. The strength of the
candidate's creative portfolio is also a signiﬁcantly determining factor for admission. Special
attention will be given to skills in aspects of storytelling arts such as the visual arts, creative
writing, theater arts, ﬁne arts, performing arts, and the humanities.

Career Opportunities
Post BFA students set course to become ﬁlmmakers, animators, and ﬁlm technicians. Many work
as freelancers while many take up full time production company jobs or be with animation studios
and visual effects companies around the world.
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B.Des

Program in
User Experience (UX)
Course Duration: 4 Years
Scan the QR code
for course outline,
fee structure and
scholarship
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Course Aims:
Through a B.Des. (UX), students can harness the power of tech to connect the world and
make all the tech come alive. From mobile devices to intelligent clothing, automobile interiors
to health care informatics, user experience (UX) designers engineer experiences that are
approachable, meaningful, and memorable. At Jagran School of Visual Arts and Design, UX
design students employ ultramodern resources to research, design, program, and test new
products for consumers to enjoy.
This 4-year Bachelor of Design in User Experience (UX) program teaches you how to design
digital products that provide relevant user experiences. It is about understanding the needs
of the users, creating a product roadmap based on these needs, and then implementing the
principles of UX design so that the end result is an easy to use, simple product.

Key Features
Bachelor of Design in User Experience program includes valuable industry experience through
projects, assignments & industry internships. The best in-house members of the Faculty,
accompanied with guest faculty from industry with expertise in UX, imparts the delivery of the course.
The program offers 100% placement assistance and therefore, students looking for well-paying
jobs in numerous ﬁelds can opt for this program.
• A state-of-the-art dedicated 20,000 sq. ft. digital, design, graphics, ﬁlm, animation & Media
Production and Design facility.
• Academic support and partnership with and an opportunity to students for summer
exchange programs with the University of Lincoln, UK.
• Industry collaboration with WittyFeed for new media and a part of global design bodies
• Student led initiatives under various media centric clubs including a Design Club.
• Six-month internship with the industry leading to smooth transition to the practicing world.

Indicative Course Outline
User Experience Design is a practice-led course that focuses on the role interfaces and
computational technologies play in shaping contemporary culture.
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You will learn to use code, data and other digital materials alongside traditional design
methods to realise your creative ambitions.
This comprehensive design practice will enable you to design, prototype and build user
interfaces, data visualisations, responsive installation pieces and other user-driven
interactive experiences. You will also have the opportunity and support to address emerging
technologies such as extended reality (XR), wearable technology, digital fabrication and
artiﬁcial intelligence within a design context.
The course encourages a rigorous approach to research, encouraging a deep knowledge of
existing digital technologies, platforms and tools - asking how or why they are used and
what the resulting personal and social implications are.

Industry Partnership
ImaginXP is India’s leading UX design and design thinking organization that has trained and
certiﬁed 15000+ professionals in this ﬁeld. With 11+ industry partner centers across the
country, ImaginXP trains leading corporates like NVIDIA, ITC, KPIT, Toshiba, Mitsubishi and
more. ImaginXP knowledge partners with NASSCOM and Facebook in its initiative of
Design4India. It brings deep value to the programme with diverse faculty and associations
with leading global universities in UX design like CIID, Copenhagen.

Eligibility Criteria
•

Minimum 50% marks in 10+2 (any stream) from a recognized board.

Career Opportunities
Due to the growing digitalization of products and services, companies in a large number of
industry segments are striving to improve their customer experience. As a result, there are a
plethora of jobs available for UX designers in industry segments like ﬁnancial services, banking,
insurance, media, education, hospitality etc. Further, the lack of credible UX courses has
resulted in that there aren’t enough UX designers. Our University graduates are offered 100%
placement assistance with this program, and can explore various career paths such as User
Researcher, Design Manager, Information Architect, Automotive UX Designer, Interaction
Designer, Information Visualization, and Visual Designer and many more.
UX design is an ever-evolving ﬁeld. In order to thrive in such an industry, many students post
B.Des go on to further specialize in interrelated areas like game design, digital publishing & AI.
Many companies like Amazon, Google, KPMG, Netﬂix, Deloitte, Intel, Infosys, Wipro, Virtusa
and HP hire UX Designers.
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MFA

In Filmmaking
Course Duration: 2 Years

Specializations Offered
 Direction & Cinematorgraphy

Scan the QR code
for course outline,
fee structure and
scholarship

 Sound & Editing
 Animation
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Course Aims:
An intensive two-year course, the MFA in Filmmaking trains you to a professional level in a wide range
of ﬁlmmaking skills. Learners leave with a portfolio of directing, cinematography, editing, producing and
sound credits on various campus and professional productions and usually many more. The School
produces many ﬁlms each year on this particular programme.
Learning is based around short ﬁlm production. Each semester these ﬁlm exercises become more
technically sophisticated, more measured and more complex in their ambitions. We believe that ﬁlm
directing classes are not theoretical explorations; they are practical classes designed to put candidates
in the director's chair as quickly as possible. Candidates are encouraged to take creative risks and ﬁnd
their own voices as visual artists.
Throughout their time here, our students shoot projects on 16mm ﬁlm, 35mm ﬁlm, High-Def, Super
16mm, and the RED Dragon camera system. All projects are edited digitally.
By the end of the program, our graduates build a holistic skillset that includes all major aspects of the
ﬁlmmaking craft, gain an enormous amount of production experience, and create at least 2-3 ﬁlms of
their own.
This is the core of Jagran School of Visual Arts & Design method. Students learn by applying themselves
to aesthetic and practical problems generated during the actual process of ﬁlmmaking. This is why the
School pushes through so many productions, and why students have more opportunities to work on
ﬁlms than they can realistically take up.
In addition to mastering the dexterities of ﬁlmmaking, students of MFA also start to understand the
nuances of cinema studies. The mind of a cinema studies student starts whirring when the title credits
roll. They know movements in ﬁlm history backwards and forwards.
During their time here, MFA Filmmaking students will have an unprecedented latitude to sharpen their
critical voice; develop a trained eye and ear, and practice in-depth, careful analysis of moving images.

Key Features
• Focus on production, direction, cinematography, sound, editing, screenwriting, while exploring
the artistic, technical, historical, and business aspects of the motion picture industry.
• A state-of-the-art dedicated 20,000 sq. ft. ﬁlm, animation & media production facility.
• In this course, each student will be expected to deliver a crew-based documentary,
a crew-based music video, 3 technical assignments, and a ﬁnal narrative ﬁlm that they write
and direct.
• Opportunity for summer exchange programs with the University of Lincoln along with faculty
& student exchange.
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• Industry Talks: We have regular guest talks by leading ﬁlmmakers, animators and ﬁlm business
professionals. Most recently our students have beneﬁted from workshops, bootcamps & visits
by many such dignitaries from Prime Focus and other ﬁlms & production houses, animation
studios and ﬁlm design ﬁrms.
• Industry Briefs: Work on live briefs set by industry practitioners and stalwarts.
• MFA Filmmaking & Animation has connections with global academic and practice yardsticks.
The programme aspires to be world’s international postgraduate ﬁlm conservatoire.
• Participation in industry events like Goa Film Festival, National Film Festival of India, Khajuraho
Film Festival, Goa Adfest, Design Yatra, literature festivals, ﬁlm clubs and others.
• Entires at global ﬁlm festivals like at Cannes, London Film Festival and others.

Luminaries Speaker Programme
Additionally, a wide range of ﬁlm and animation and post production professionals and those
associated with the creative industries are invited to speak to and network with students
through various strands of our guest speaker programme - whether it is through Collaborative
Units, Festival of Media Films or Film & Theatre Club Forums.

Key Modules
The MFA in Filmmaking curriculum integrates intensive study in all the major ﬁlmmaking
disciplines, including directing, cinematography, screenwriting, production, and editing. Our
postgraduate program is for people who have the passion to plunge into full-time ﬁlmmaking,
and to commit themselves to a focused and demanding curriculum. In addition to writing a
feature length script of 90-120 pages, candidates are also required to produce 2-3 ﬁlms
through the duration of the program.
During the program, each candidate will write, direct, and edit 2-3 ﬁlms (both documentary
and ﬁction short ﬁlms) of increasing complexity and length, including a ﬁlm for their ﬁnal
Master’s thesis.

Career Opportunities
Post MFA students set course to become animators, ﬁlmmakers and ﬁlm technicians. Many work as
freelancers while many others take up full time production company jobs or be with animation
studios and visual effects companies around the world. Your degree can also lead to career paths
such as:
• Director

•

Film Director

• Cinematographer

•

Sound manager

• Editor

•

Screen & Scriptwriters

• Storyboard Artist
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M.Des

In User
Experience (UX)
Course Duration: 2 Years
Scan the QR code
for course outline,
fee structure and
scholarship
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Course Aims:
Our program in User Experience (UX) teaches how to design digital products that enable
relevant user experiences. It is primarily about understanding the needs of the users, creating
a product roadmap based on these needs and then implementing the principles of UX design
so that an easy to use, and simple product is the outcome.
Through this programme, our students harness the power of tech to connect the world and
make it come alive.
From mobile devices to intelligent clothing, automobile interiors to health care informatics, user
experience (UX) designers engineer experiences that are approachable, meaningful, and
memorable. UX design students employ state-of-the-art resources to research, design,
program, and test new products for consumers to enjoy.
The day-to-day business operations of companies across the globe have changed with
advancement of technology and rapid digitalization. ‘Design’ of digital product inﬂuences
business decisions and that’s the primary reason why there is a constant need of ‘UX
Designers’ in the industry. Our programs in User Experience Design have been devised and
designed by UX industry professionals considering the needs of the current job market.
The program includes valuable industry experience through projects, assignments and
industry internships. It’s taught by the best in-house faculty, accompanied with guest faculty
from industry with an expertise in UX. The program offers 100% placement assistance;
therefore, students looking for well-paying jobs in numerous ﬁelds can opt for these programs.

Key Features
The Master of Design in User Experience Program immerses you in a research-based approach to
design within the context of services and social innovation. Our University program framework
acknowledges the social and natural worlds as the greater context for all design problems. Through
coursework and research, our graduate students learn a rigorous process for documenting,
analyzing, and understanding the past and present—in order to propose more desirable systems
and interactions for the future. We encourage students to take a broad view of design and engage
in radical invention as they become active creators of a better future.
A unique feature of the M.Des UX program is that it has been curated in collaboration with industry
experts, catering to the prevalent need in the industry.
• It covers the core fundamentals of UX design and design thinking.
• Classes will be conducted by our University’s faculty along with renowned ImaginXP trainers.
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About
Jagran School
of Visual Arts
and Design

• Quizzes, classroom assignments, ﬁeld work etc. will all have real problems that companies face,
and the focus will be on students coming up with efﬁcient solutions.

• Mix of classroom assignments, projects, ﬁeld work, industry projects, internships and
shadow learning.

• Students will learn the requisite skillset required in solving real-life design problems through
visual design tools and introduction to 6D.

• Due to the focus on practical training the program will have industry experts come in as guest
lecturers to impart relevant industry knowledge.

• A state-of-the-art dedicated 20,000 sq.ft. digital, design, graphics, ﬁlm, animation & media
production facility.
• Academic support and partnership with and an opportunity to students for summer exchange
programs with the University of Lincoln, UK.
• Industry collaboration with WittyFeed for new media and a part of global design bodies.
• Portfolio creation.
• Access to internship and placement opportunities.
• Dedicated specialization speciﬁc workshops that give options to earn study credits
and certiﬁcates.
• Student led initiatives under various media centric clubs including a Design Club.
• Teaching Pedagogy consisting of case discussions, live industry projects, design thinking
sessions and extended ﬁeld-based assignments.

Indicative Course Outline
The

M.Des

UX

programme

combines

technology

with

visual

thinking

and

creative

problem-solving. As a student of M.Des UX you will learn to work with creative code to generate
engaging interactive digital media for a wide range of platforms. You will graduate with a
diverse range of skills enabling future career opportunities in interactive art, design, motion
graphics, app development and more.
We are characterised by actively engaging with creative coding and digital culture. The course
is highly experimental allowing students to develop their own approaches within an art and
design context. We consider our materials to be computers, cameras, sensors, lights, motors,
projectors, networks and more. By framing the use of technology within a creative context,
students learn practical and technological skills as well as how to articulate creative ideas and
meaning behind work.
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The programme delineates one major
year long work with real-world clients
and collaborators.

Industry Partnership
ImaginXP is India’s leading UX design and design thinking organization that has trained and
certiﬁed 15000+ professionals in this ﬁeld. With 11+ industry partnered centers across the
country, ImaginXP trains leading corporates like NVIDIA, ITC, KPIT, Toshiba, Mitsubishi and
more. ImaginXP is a knowledge partner with NASSCOM and Facebook in its initiative of
Design4India. It brings deep value to the programme with diverse faculty and association with
leading global universities in UX design like CIID, Copenhagen.

Eligibility Criteria
• Minimum requirement is of 50% marks in graduation (any stream) from
a recognized university.

Career Opportunities
Due to the growing digitalization of products and services, companies in a large number of
industry segments are striving to improve their customer experience. As a result, there are a
plethora of jobs available for UX designers in industry segments like ﬁnancial services,
banking, insurance, media, education, hospitality etc. Further, the lack of credible UX courses
has resulted in that there aren’t enough UX designers. Our University graduates are offered
100% placement assistance with this program, and can explore various career paths such as
User Researcher, Design Manager, Information Architect, Automotive UX Designer, Interaction
Designer, Information Visualization, Visual Designer and many more.
Many companies like Amazon, Google, KPMG, Netﬂix, Deloitte, Intel, Infosys, Wipro, Virtusa
and HP hire UX Designers.
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ADMISSION OFFICE DETAILS:
BHOPAL OFFICE:
JLU Student Enrichment Hub, Near Kaliasot Barrage,
Chandanpura, Bhopal – 44, Madhya Pradesh, India
M: +91 7471110101 / 7471110102 / 7471110103
INDORE OFFICE:
Jagran Lakecity University, The Headquarters,
204, 2nd Floor, Sathya Sai Square, Vijay Nagar, Indore,
Madhya Pradesh, India
M: +91 (731) 4997004 / 7471110172 / 7471110173
VIDARBHA OFFICE:
Jagran Lakecity University, 741, First Floor,
Nelson Square, Nagpur -13, Maharashtra, India
M: +91 9145670606 / 9665027247 / 7507510752
E-mail: admission@jlu.edu.in

jlubhopal

jlubhopal

jlubhopal

jlubhopal

If you are thinking of studying at Jagran Lakecity University Bhopal, you should attend one of
our Open Day festivals and find out everything you need to know. Please visit www.jlu.edu.in

